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PREFACE

SuJok & Triorigin Science founded by Professor Park Jae Woo is a noble
gift to mankind. With a history of no more than 40 years, it has spread and has
been accepted quite well in the society due to its logical understanding,
scientific background, easy availability and affordability for one and all.
It is a system of knowledge comprising a wide range of therapeutic
methods. It is noteworthy to say that Sujok is able to help more than 10 million
people everyday all over the world. The method is vastly taught and explored in
the medical centers of many countries.
Professor Park Jae Woo started His journey with the correspondence
systems of the human body and the Creator drove Him until He found out
Triorigin Theory, a universal philosophy reflecting the entire universe. His life
was a message for the mankind, His journey was a lighthouse for many who
were searching the right path. He touched many lives just to bring them to the
ultimate reality. He left us in 2010 with a huge knowledge and a great
responsibility towards a Smiling World.
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I am lucky enough to be one of His disciples, who has realised that the
assigned duty is not a usual task but a very important work of spreading the will
of the Great Master. It is a moment of proudness for me as the eldest son of
Professor Park that the journal AGON is publishing a special issue in His
memory. This magazine includes some articles from Sujok and Triorigin
scholars, life stories on Professor’s life and glimpse of Sujok Science. I am sure
that this will enlighten many to adopt Sujok and Triorigin as a part of their life
style.
I thank and wish the greatest success to the publisher and the entire
editorial team for taking this noble step.
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